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Abstract 

Similar to the modeling used to evaluate ccnporate boncls, where it is a put optioo. 011 corporate assets, we 

modeled sovereign bonds. Instead of company's assets as underlining assets, we used foreign excbange reserves. 

The results show a fundamental pricing model for sovereign bond and an optimum relatioo. between the debt siz.e, 

tam. mix between floating and fixed interest payments, and size of reserves. The model is te$ted with a Bra7ilian 

BradyBond. 

1) Introduction 

The lack of domestic savings to finance new projects or higher domestic consumption in the short 

(or even long) tenn has compelled developing countries to borrow abroad. At the beginning of the 

century this was done mostly via boneis and this international transfer of finance was interrupted during 

the Great Depression due to a generalized default in the developing countries. After the war these 

countries retumed to international financiai markets, but this time via bank loans. A new default crisis 

emerged during the eighties when Mexico defaulted in 1982. This crisis spread through most debtors, 

culminating in renegotiation when debt was exchanged for boneis. Most of these deals were known as the 

Brady plarl . Some time after the negotiation these same countries regained access to new and 

voluntary money via bond issuance . 

• Thia article ia bued CIIl my PbD __ in ecxnamics preIIIIled lIt lhe Graduáe Sdlool rL Ecanomica lIt FUDdaçio Gttulio Vargas, 
Brazil. I thmk Aluísi.o Araújo, Carlos IVIIl SimanIm Leal, Luis Sdlymura, Joio Vicsor laI1cr, Joae F&jarda Ba!bachal, MarQOII Valli, 

laabela Munch, Thc:máa Briaola mel Luis Cáio Cer 00!'I!!lVI!ta Any nmaining mora are my OWD. 

I The~ Brady ia duetothe US T~ Sead.ary N"Kholaa Brady, ~ofint ~thiat)'pe rLplm in 1989. 
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The ~or difference between borrowing by bond and loan. as Eichengreen and Portes (1986) point 

out. is that under bond finance a default is necessary to mlrt a renegotiation. while in the case d loan 

finance the default can be avoided with the help d the banks until some rescheduling is reached. In fact. 

this happens because in loan finance the banks have their balance sheet directIy invo1ved, 50 they are 

interested in a peacefuI solution2
. Many times it is onIy a problem d Iiquidity shortage and banks wi1I 

certainly manage to provide money and avoid default Another problem that appears wben tIying to 

avoid a default in the bond finance case is to put together a Iarge number d lenders and avoid the free.. 

rider problem. Loan finance involves less information prob1em. because banks in general have more 

resouroes to collect information on countries abroad. Nevertheless, nowadays this probIem has 

diminished doe to the \WI'k d the International Monetary Fund (1MF) and a Iarge number d investment 

banks that provide information to their investors. Tbe problem d short-term finance has a1so 

diminished. because the IMF and many other govemmentatl institutions have acted as Iast-resort 

lenders during these times. 

Sovereign debt shows a basic difference in comparison to regular corporate debt. wbich is the 

impossibility d seizing any foreign asset located inside the issuer country. Therefore, most d the 

country's net worth (except what is located outside) is worthIess for the lender. There is no way to 

guarantee that it wi1I pay its debt. even if it has enough money. Eaton et ali (1986) show that the 

problem d enforcement, moral ha7ard and adverse selection are v.vrse in sovereign than in corporate 

debt. There are two basic issues in sovereign debt: ability and wi1Iingness to pay. 

The ability to pay, or solvency, is a cash-flow anaIysis dthe country's externai account It can have 

different degrees d sophistication and may include or not a dynamic for interest rale, externai supply d 

funds, current account, etc. It a1so depends on the govemment effort to collect revenues and change 

them for hard currency to service their debt. An extreme version d this case is given by Simonsen 

(1985), wbo defines the solvent borrower as the one wbose trade account present value is larger than the 

current debt value. 

1 Aa KaláIky (198.5) lIhowa, the cWault trissIn lDII1y ..m.,i.",. thà mIIke reMCbedn1ing COItly. 
J DuriDgthe recmt Mmciam aiáa (in 199.5),_ the US gowmmmt parti.cipllted in a 1<*1 to Mmco. 
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The willingness to pay is in fact a choice between the loss that comes from a default and the 

money savecl on debt payment This loss is proportional to the penalties" that borrowers believe will be 

imposed by the lenclers. and the latter' s willingness to lend again in the future. Bulow and Rogaff 

(1989b) show that penalties rather than reputation defines the ceiling for debt. They also show in Bulow 

and Rogaff (1989a) that this ceiling should decrease with the possibi1ity rL debt reschedllling In fact, as 

Eichengreen and Portes (1986) show, shortIy after a default countries re-enter the voluntary market. 

Knowing this, lenders shalllimit the maximum amount available for sovereign borrowers to the present 

value CÍ the possible penalties these countries can suft'er in case rL default 

Although wiIHngness to pay poses the strongest limit on the debt size, Grossman and Van Huyck 

(1988) show that default has been associated with adverse economics shocks, generating what they call 

excusable default So in practice, ability to pay has been the greatest factor to affect sovereign debt 

prices. Ability to pay is easier to quantify than willingness, and most pricing models are based on ability 

constraint 

The evaluation CÍ sovereign debt has been made in three different ways, the first a reduced form, 

where the debt price or Spread Over Treasury (SOT)' is explained by a set rL externai and internai 

economic variables without an explicit connection. Edwards (1984), Purcell and Orlanki(1988) and 

Bohmer and Megginson (1990) are examples rL this price technique. A second approach is to finei a 

process for the default6 and baseei on this process, fínd the risk neutral price rL the debt. The problem 

with this approach is that it is obtained with some existing debt, therefore is useful only for arbitrage 

among different types rL debts. Another approach, a more structural one, presents a relationship 

between fundamental variables and debt price or SOT. 

Corporate debt pricing literature7 uses the same approaches above, whereas Duffie and Singleton 

(1996) model the corporate default process as in the second case above. The structural approach, is 

obtained via an option model, where the debt is worth the expected value rL the minimum between asset 

4 Pmaltiea em be in the fCllDl Ú cndi1 c:x:umaim. iot.fIflnllCle in ÍllUlDltÍmal trade lIld CIIptUn! ú exIcmal ..... 
, 1be ipread tNfIu-y, • theDlllDD iDdiCltel, ia in JP!IlfDl, cWined. the difftnD.ce bel-. the yieId CID ~ bmd lIld the us 
T~ bmd with limilIIr JDIIturity. h ~ the riIk premium recei.ved bythe c:ndit« to take the __ cndi1 ri*. h ia mo 
k:ncMal. cndi11plMd 
6 See BartholomlD (1991), CUmby IIldEvma (1993). Hem.,dm..Trillo (1995) lIld Cl-.allld Pmnacchi (1996). 
, In fKt the mm:ká tradea lCIWI'CIisP lIld oorponr.e baDds with limilIIr cndi1111ting criteria, tlHnfme il __ ~1e to U8ethe_ 
tedmal.osyto ewluIte them. 
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and bond face values. This kind of model was fírst developed by Merton(1974), who assumed a 

stochastic behavior for the corporate asset in a non-stochastic interest rate economy. More recently, 

Amin and ]~1992) genemlized this solution and priced option on risky assets in a stochastic 

interest rate economy. An application for corporate bonds is in Das (1995), and Longstaff and Schwartz 

(1995). 

The application of option technology to sovereign debt has already been clone. Cohen (1993) adopts 

a c10se formulation to evaluate sovereign loan. He treats lhe loan price as lhe minimum between loan 

face value and the present value of the potential penaltiesl that can be imposed on the sovereign debtor. 

Bartolini and Dixit (1991) use lhe option approach to evaluate illiquid bonds, which they consider an 

appropriate classification for sovereign debt Claessens and Van Wijnberger (1993) apply this technique 

for Mexico, but instead of penalty, as in Cohen' s case, they take the amount of money generated by lhe 

sovereign economy's externai sector, similar to Bartolini and Dixit All these three applications focos on 

the debt service problem and renegociation. but since lhe Brady plan lhe problem has been less one of 

short term finance than long term. Since debt has been replaced by bonds, the problem for sovereign 

debtors has been the management of reserves, and the term of the new debt issued. In this new 

environment, where we should ackl the huge capital flow to emerging countries, reserves p1ay a more 

important role in externai payment capacity than does trade balance. 

This work extends sovereign debt evaluation models in a structured form. using an option approach 

similar to Das (1995) and Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) with stochastic interest rates, to cape with the 

new enviromnent where loans are replaced by bonds. We assume that the sovereign bond is worth the 

expected value of the minimum between bond face value and the value of the country's international 

reserves at the bond maturity. As long as the country has enough reserves it will pay its obligation, 50 

(similar to Oaessens and Van Wijnberger) we have no room for non-excusable default Reserves 

constitutes a very convenient variable, becanse they are observable and reflect most of the externai side 

dynamic and the country' s ability to pay. 

We obtained a surprising result on the effect ofUS interest rate on the saro This model gives an 

indication of optimum bond maturity, size of reserves, and share of debt with fixed and floating rate, 

B Mme prec:i8ely, be __ thá tbe bmb em oblip tbe couatryto pay out a fraáion dtbetradeable Ieá«. 
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provic:ting a framework for borrowing strategies. It also quantifies the effect c:L interest rale and the 

domestic factor volatility on soro 

This article is divided as follows: section 2 presents the model~ section 3 an empirical _ and 

leCtion 4 the effect c:L the us interest rale on sovereign debt 

2) The ModeI 

In this model the corrent value c:L the debt equals the expected value c:L lhe minimum between the 

country' s payment capacity and the final bond value. AI. a proxy for payment capacity we took the 

amount c:L reserves. A lognormal distribution is assumed for reserves, to match existing option models. 

We decided for the leveI c:L reserves because it is an observable variable. vel)' sensIble to the externai and 

internai macroeconomic scenario and at the end c:L the day is the money used to pay the debt We also 

assume that all debt has only one maturity and does not pay coupon The debt may pay a fixed, floating 

or a combination c:L both types c:L interest. The current debt value is obtainecl as an option where reserves 

is lhe underlying assef. using the result c:L Amin and J~I992) to calculate this option in an 

economy with stochastic interest rale. 

The behavior and evolution c:L reserves(R) is assumecl to satisfy the following stochastic equation: 

(I) 

where W] and W1 are Wiener processes that represent, respectively, shocks in the US interest rale 

and domestic shocks, and ~ and ÕJ are the above processes variance. ~ , ÕJ, J.l and R(O) are positive 

constants. 

To model the US term structure. we took the simplest possibility with only one source c:L 

randomness and assumecl a constant volatility process (as in Das(1995». The forward US interest rale in 

a simple one factor model can be descnbecl as: 

df(t, T) = a(t, T'Pt + u(t, T)tnJi (t) (2) 

9 AIrhou&J1 the uadaiyiDg a.t ia nct a a trIIded a.t. i1 ia 1ike1y IIpmned by trIIded iDItrummta. F~ eDC.IIqIle, fIXJlU\I CIIl be partially 
IIpmned by futurcs md fc:rNllrd CXiIdnIcta cn ol"""oiitj .. , fcnijpl direc:t inWlllmall by 1ItoCk!Dllrbt, ctc. .. h does nct _ m ..y taIk., 
but pSbly .me arbi1rase ia lIdDewble. AImmiDa it ia ~le, thm we have COIq)Iáe marbta md tIHnlcn we CIIl apply _ 
lUIJtral valwbon teàmiquea. 
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The constant volatility implies C1(t,1)= a. 

The instantaneous spot interest rate r(t) is expressed at any time y by the forward rate as r(y) = 

f(Y,y), therefore the risldess lxmd with final value $1 and maturity T ( {((D, 1): T s [O,1]}), is priced in t, 

as: 

(3) 

Taking the result m Amin e Jarrow (1992, p. 223) for risky assets in an economy with stochastic 

interest rate, we bave the following equation for the lxmd forward price: 

(4a) 

where 

a(t,T)=-r u(t,v)dv = -u(T-t). (4b) 

The risk neutra! evolution d. reserves (the risk asset), is: 

(5) 

where B(l) is the accumulated factor, corresponding to a continuously rolled over money market 

account, between date O e T, calculated by: 

1 {! I T 
a(of.T)l "'-IT"(of.T)dWj (of)} 

B(T) = e 1 o o 

P(O,T) 
(6a) 

Replacing (4b) in the equation above, we bave: 

(6b) 
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The current value c:L European call option (D(t,7) on a risk asset R(t) with exercise price F. 

maturity T in a stochastic interest rate economy with constant volati1ity is: 

D(O,T)= E{nua[ R(T)-F,OVB(T)} (7) 

= R(O)<I>(K)- FP(O,T)<I>(K - \11) (8) 

wbere E is the expectation under risk neutrality and Cl» is the cumulated normal distribution. 

For practica1 purposes we can distinguish three different cases when we appIy this model. The fírst, 

when the debt pays only fixed interest, the second when the interest paid is floating according to some 

market interest rate and the last one a combination c:L fixed and floating. For simplicity we assume no 

coupon payments. only one maturity date and alI debt maturing on the same date. We al50 work with all 

rates on CODtinUOUS time format. 

Case 1. We take the final bond value with a fixed payment F and maturity date T (D(D,T» as an 

option where the country pays either the minimum c:L the amount c:L reserves or the debt face value. In 

other words. if the country has enough reserves it pays the full amount of the debt, otherwise it pays 

whatever reserves it has. The corrent value c:L the debt can thus be easily described in option styIe. 

D(O,T) = E{ Min[ R(T),FVB(T)}. (9) 

D(O,T) = E{[F-Max(O,F-R(T»)VB(T)} 

= F P(O,T)-E[Max(O,F-R(T»)jB(T)l 
(I0a) 

The risk debt equals a risk free investment with final value F minus a put option, 50 the bondhoIder 

is Iong a risk free bond and short a put option. If nothing bad happens (this scenario is the one where 

reserves is lower than bond final value - n. the investor receives the principal back otherwise loses part 
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or ali money invested. The risk premium equals the current value CÍ the put option that the bondholder is 

sbort. Based on Put-Call-Parity (wbich is the mathematical relationship between a call and put option) 

the above equation can written as: 

= R(O)- E[Mca(O,R(T)-F}/B(T)] (1~) 

Using equations (7) anel (8), the current debt value is calculated as: 

D(O,T) = R(O)- R(O)cl>(K) + FP(O,T)CI>(K - ",) , (lI) 

The rale paid by this debt is easily calculated as id =-C7(T~ L{yD(O,T~ , and \W 

defined the risk premium as the difference between the debt internai rale CÍ retum and the US interest 

rale (rd = i,,- ius) with the same maturity. 

The risk premium increases when domestic volatility, defined by ~, and the US interest rale 

volatility increase. The correlation between reserves and the US interest rale, defined by ~, has a 

negative impact on risk premium. The higher the levei CÍ reserves, obviously, the lower the risk 

premium. A not 50 intuitive result is obtained with the levei CÍ the US interest rale the higher the interest 

rale leveI, the lower the risk premium. For some10
, the effect is the inverse, but for others (Das (1995) 

and Longstaff and Schwartz (1995)) this a regular result in corporale bond anaIysis. The reason for this 

is that an increase in ius implies a higher drift CÍ the risk neutral process for R(t), and R(t) is expected to 

move away from F at a faster rale, wbich increases the option value and decreases the risk premium. The 

magnitude CÍthe decrease in risk premium depeneis on the value CÍ~. 

In case 1 CÍ floating interest rale debt (Df), with a continuous time capitalization, its current value 

is: 

Df (O,T) = E{ Min( R(T),FoB(T)VB(T)} 

= E[R(%T) -Max(0' R(%T) -F.)]. 

10 Calvo eI 011 (1993) .a- the ~ce c:ithe us im«IIIt rate decline to explain a huse flow c:i CIIpital to cmerging marbta, 
,.aany r..m CXUJtriea. . 
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where Fo is the initial bond face value. 

Again, taking the model rL Amin and Jarrow \W obtain: 

(13) 

• 
The second term rL the above equation is an option. and its solution is in appendix A The value rL 

debt is: 

Df (O,T) = R(O)- R(O)CI>(KI) + Fo Cl>(KI- '1/1), (14) 

In this case the current theoretical value rL a debt with face value equal to F o. is DftO, T). Rence, 

this debt depends on the current US interest rate. The risk: premium is obtained directly from the 

difference between D/O,1) and F, which in continuous time and annual rate is: 

(15) 

Case 3. In the case rL a mixed debt with fixed and floating rate payments, \W assume a total debt rL 

F, split into FI rL floating debt and F2 rL fixed rate debt. 

FI=xF F2=(I-x)F / 
/ P(O,T) (16) 

The task: is to obtain the current value rL the total debt F, which \W call D efO, 1). Therefore, \W 

solve the following option problem: 

9 



Doe to the difficulty in calculating the sum c:L two lognormal variables. we opted to calculate this 

option value via Monte Carlo. pursuant to the equations in appendix B. The risk premium is calcu1ated 

as: 

r =_(~) Ln(Dc(O,T») 
d T FI +F2 

(18) 

AmoDg the very interesting results tbat can be obtainecl from (17). we can get an optimum 

combination c:L reserves. floating versus fixed interest debt and term c:L the debt. Jf the objective function 

is to mjnjmj~ the risk premium. we just need to find the R(O). x and T in (18) tbat gives this minimum. 

3) Empirical Examin.tioo 

The fim step is to estimate the parameters d. the stochastic process d. reserves and US interest 

rate. from equations (1) and (2). respectively. We estimate these continuous time model parameters 

using an approximation according to the discrete-time econometric specification below. For equation 1: 

For equation 2: 

where: 

I(t)- I(t -I)-a 
~ (t)=~:.....--'---~-

u 

(20a) 

(2Ob) 

The econometric approach used to estimate the parameters was the Generalized Method d. 

Moments from Hansen(1982)1I. applied in other studies to estimate interest rate process (Chan et ali 

(1992». We want to estimate the parameters vector (h = {o; a} and OI = {~, 0" p}. We fim estimate 

11 For more ddaiIa _ mo Hamiltm (1994). 
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vector o, and then {}J. using the information on sbocks WJ. The first system to be estimated was 1ft 

definedas: 

... 

(21) , 

With the parameters from 0,. we esfimatfd WJ• and then the vector GI ({}J as: 

(22) 

Under the null hypothesis that (19) and (20) are true. then E[Htf8,)] = O and E[Gtf{}J] = O. 

applying GMM we obtain all parameters. 

We calculated these parameters for Brazil. using monthly sample with an arbitrary 7 years eX 

observations. The US forward raie was approximated by the US raie embedded in 10 and 30 years zero 

coupon bonds. For a sample ending in December and June eX each year from 1995 to Iune 1997. the 

calculated parameters are shown in table 1. 

Taking the Brazilian debt size. amount eX reserves. percentage eX floating to fixed interest. and 

debt duration. we can apply the result from (18) and calculate the theoretica1 Brazilian risk premium. 

For the US interest raie we simply took the raie eX 10 years zero coupon. These numbers are in table 2. 

We can compare the theoretica1 risk premium from (18) to the market risk premium obtained from 

a traded bond We took the C-bond because it is the most liquid and has no interest guarantee (which 

makes calculation easier). the calculation procedures for its implied risk premium are in appendix C. 

The results in table 3 are encouraging except for 1996. when market risk premium goes down 

dramatica1ly. while the model still shows a higb risk premium. Two types eX reasons can explain this 

difIerence. The first is that this model is not adequate and the second is improper parameters. The first. 

will depend on the hypotheses eX this option model. we may be using an inadequate process for interest 

raies and the reserves. andIor arbitrage with the underlined asset (reserves) may not be possible. but if 

one can get a long or sbort position on reserves and the processes follow (1) and (2). it is easy to show 

11 
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that (17) holds. The parameters are a difficult task, especially the volatility. The market evaluation CÍ 

volatility between evaluation date and maturity can be vety different from the historical ODe. The size CÍ 

reserves can also be misleading becallse CÍ a market perception that in case CÍ emergency the IMF can 

provide some extra money. therefore the reserves are potentially higher12. Finally. another reason is that 

we presenteei a simplification, with no coupon and only one maturity date. which can affect the result 

BaseeI on data from December 1996. it is posstble to determine the best combination CÍ the 

percentage CÍ fixedlfloating and debt term that Brazil should haYe for a minimum risk premium. In 

graph 1 we show a hyperplane with this combination. 

It is easy to show (and can be verified from the graph 1). that the lowest risk premium oc:curs at the 

longest term and IOOO/Ó floating interest. The reason is that in a risk neutral evaluation, the probability CÍ 

default soes down with time. Another interesting result is the risk premium convexity embedded in the 

fixed interest rate bond, which points to an optimum maturity in the medium term. The inclusion CÍ the 

stochastic intere5t rate economy increase the risk premium via a positive u. 

Some conditional economic recommendation can be obtained from this model. For example the 

Brazilian govemment may choose the best combination CÍ term and percentage CÍ floating debt and may 

also act by dirninisbing the volatility provided by ~ and increasing reserves (up to the point where the 

risk premium decrease equals the cost to raise reserves). 

4) The Effect ar the US Interest Rate OD Risk Premium 

A quick look at the risk premium versus the US interest rate sbows a positive correlation. In fact 

the correlation between risk premium and the US interest variation is 49% for a sample ranging from 

March-I995 to February 1997. In graph 2. one notice a consistent and strong decline in Brazilian risk 

premium. 

Although a first look sbows positive correlation, one sbould distingllisb between US interest rate 

shocks and a no surprising increase already embedded in term structure. A positive shock affects the risk 

11 Fer ~le, in the ~ abow, ifBnzil ia ableto bcrrow 111 extra US$6O billim wiIh the _ omditiCIIIS .. the cumIIl debt, ita 
theantic:al riIk pnmium lIhould 8D down to 5.53%. 
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premium positively, but a higber interest rale leveI decreases the risk premium doe to the risk neutiâf 

valuation approach eX this model. 

Another interesting application is the protection eX a sovereign bond portfolio against the US rale 

variation. The portfolio can be split into nw factors: risk premium and the US interest rate. The hedge 

fL the 1atter factor is straightforward with regular futuresloptions, but these instruments can also be 

useful for risk premium hedge. Hedge ratios can be obtainecl from sensitivity analysis between risk 

(formula 17) and the US interest rale. 

In Telljohann (1994), publishecl by the Chicago Board eX Trade-CBOT for practioners in the 

Brady Bond market, there are three different strategies to protect Brady Bonds against the US interest 

rale variation. The technique usecl was to eliminate the effect fL US rale by adding an interest rale future 

conttact traded in CBOT to affset the effect eX the US interest rale variation on the Brady Bond This 

effect is calcu1atecl baseei on a historical data series and three different hypotheses about the effect eX the 

US rale on the country's risk premium. Here we provide a model to explain this relationship 

anaIytically. 

5)Summary 

The result obtainecl above shows that Brazilian bonds have been overvaluecl if one takes historical 

volatilities and the current amount eX reserves. It is well known in option model applications that market 

volatilities can be higbly different from historical ones, because the important thing is future volatility 

rather than what happenecl in the past, although the model assumes constant volatility. 

This shecls ligbt on the long run perspectives eX sovereign bonds retum, as Krugman (1995) 

suggests that we may have some market overvaluation. 

This paper can be extended in many different ways: a different specification for US interest rate 

processes (equation 3), reserves behavior, different degrees of guarantee and seniority for the bonds, and 

inclusion eX coupon payments. It can also be useful for several applications: empirical testing fL hedge 

strategi.es, modeling other bonds and countries, evaluation eX new countries entering the market, impact 

eX IMF bailout, debt renegotiation and modeling sovereign bonds clerivatives. 

13 



Appendix A - OptiOll V.lue C.lculatiOll 

Baseei on Amin and Jarrow we have: 

• 

, ~ u.u( O, R(%T) - F, ) ] 

R(r)= R(o)B(r)e {-i[6:+6~IT+611fj(T)+62W2(T)} 
(AI) 

Taking x=- ~ [ô~ +Ô~]r +Ô1 w;(r)+Ô2 ~(r), we lookfor: 

The functionfis a lognormal density and the solution afthe above equatioo, as in Ingersoll (1987, 

p. 14) is: 

where JJJt and o:. are the mean and standard deviation af x. 

With proper change af variables for the mean and variance af x we have formula 13. 

" 
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Apendix B - OptiOll ValuatiOll via MOIlte Carlo 

From equation 17, v.e have: 

( )_ -{ .{R(T)/ (1- x)F / ]} D~ O,T -E MI /B(T),xF + /P(O,T)B(T) 

and from (5) and (6b): 

{
a

2
T

3 
T } _ 1 -6- + Io a(T-t)dlfí(t) 

B(T)- P( ) e O,T 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

Taking ti as a stochastic number extracted from a random sample with mean O and variance 1, v.e 

generated tv.o sources m random variation: 

W;(T)=&t JT (B.4) 

In order to estimate the second term inside the exponential on equation B.3, v.e simuIated this 

process at the same time as in B.2. 

(B.5) 

T 

J CT(T-t)~(t)=CTT&1 ~% (B.6) 

o 

With these equations v.e generated a sample for B.2 and B.3, and consequently B.I. Tbe final 

price in equation B.l was calcu1ated as the presented value (risk neutral valuation) mthe expected value 

mthe option value at maturity. For our examples v.e generated 1000 random numbers. For a discussion 

on Monte Carlo application to option valuation, see Boyle (1977) or]. Hull (1992). 
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Apendix C - C-bond Risk Premium Calculatioo 

The C-OOnd (Capitalization Bond) was issued in 15/4/94 and matures 15/4/2014. It has no 

guarantee CÍ any kind. The cash flow is presented in the table below . 

Interest is paid semi-annually on April and October 15 each year. according to the following 
amount: 

Date Interest Paid Amortization Principal Total Paid 
04115J8.4 O.W!iI 100.W!iI 0.00000 
10115J8.4 4.0000'I(, 0.00'16 102.00'16 0.04000 
04I15/S1S 4.0000'I(, 0.00'16 104.04'" 0.04000 
10115/S1S 4.0000'I(, 0.00'16 108.12'!6 0.04000 
04115/88 4.0000'I(, 0.00'16 10824% 0.04000 
10115/88 4.5000'II. 0.00'16 110.14% 0.04~ 

04115/87 4.5000'II. 0.00'16 112.08'1(, 0.04~ 

10115/87 4.5000'II. 0.00'16 114.03% 0.04~ 

04115/88 4.5000'II. 0.00'16 115.02'!6 0.04~ 

10115.188 5.0000'I(, 0.00'16 117.7e'I(, O.MOOO 
04I15M 5.0000'I(, 0.00'16 119.53% O.MOOO 
10115M 5.0000'I(, 0.00'16 121.32'16 O.MOOO 
04I15.QJ 5.0000'I(, 0.00'16 123.14% O.MOOO 
10115.QJ 8.0000'I(, 0.00'16 123.14% 0.08000 
04/15101 8.0000'I(, 0.00'16 123.14% 0.08000 
10115101 8.0000'I(, 0.00'16 123.14% 0.08000 
04115102 8.0000'I(, 0.00'16 123.14% 0.08000 
10/15102 8.0000'I(, 0.00'16 123.14% 0.08000 
04/15103 8.0000'I(, 0.00'16 123.14% 0.08000 
10/15103 8.0000'I(, 0.00% 123.14% 0.08000 
04/15104 8.0000'I(, 5.88'16 117.28% 0.13864 
10/15104 8.0000'I(, 5.85% 111.41% 0.13864 
04/15105 8.0000'I(, 5.88'16 105.55% 0.13864 

10115105 a.OOOO'I(, 5.1!8'16 99.59% 0.13864 

04115105 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 1iI3.82'!6 0.13864 

10/15105 8.0000'I(, 5.86% 87.98% 0.13864 

04/15107 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 82.09% 0.13864 
10115107 a.OOOO'I(, 5.1!8'16 7'6.23% 0.13864 

04115108 8.0000'I(, 5.85% 70.37% 0.13864 

10115108 8.0000'I(, 5.85% 54.50% 0.13864 
04I1s,w 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 5&.54% 0.13864 
1011s,w 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 52.77% 0.13864 

04115/10 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 48.91% 0.13864 

10115/10 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 41.05% 0.13864 

04/15/11 a.OOOO'I(, 5.118% 35.18% 0.13864 

10115/11 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 29.32'16 0.13864 

04/15/12 8.0000'I(, 5.ee<I(, 23.46% 0.13864 

10/15/12 8.0000'I(, 5.1!8'16 17.59% 0.13864 

04115/13 8.0000'I(, 5.88'16 11.73% 0.13864 

10115/13 8.0000'I(, 5.118% 5.118% 0.13864 

04115114 8.0000'I(, 5.88'16 0.00% 0.13864 

This implied CODtinuous rate of return on this OOnd is simply the rate that equals the present value 

m the OOnd to its market price. as stated in the equation below: 

(AI) 

where CI is each total payment at date i 

ti is time length from evaluation date to payment date i in annual terms 
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Pis the dirty price (as explained below). 

The prices shown in the financiai market do not include accrued interest (clean price-Pc), but at 

moment rL payment the accrued interest (also known as dirly price-PD ) should be added. 

The risk premium embedded in this bond is usua11y quantified as the difference between the rate r 

and the US rate with the maturity (or duration). We called this risk premium rIJ. 
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Table 1 

Estimates of Interest Rate and Reserves Process Parameters 

1995 1996 1997 
June December June December June 

fi -0.00554 0.01773 0.02243 0.02117 0.01068 
(-0.91) (237) (3.41) (3.43) (1.97) 

a -0.000221 -0.000258 -0.000119 -0.0000513 -0.000165 
(-0.97) (-1.12) (-0.49) (-0.21) (-0.70) 

(J 0.001843 0.001841 0.001874 0.001816 0.001837 
(15.6) (15.3) (15.1) (17.1) (17.9) 

81 0.0192 -0.0131 -0.0143 0.0076 -0.0148 
(2.10) (-1.73) (-1.82) (1.29) (-2.38) 

~ 0.0391 0.0356 0.0335 0.0324 0.0315 
(7.00) (7.48) (7.16) (8.58) (8.04) 

• 
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Table 2 

Data for option calculation. 

Source: F, R(O), x and T come from the Brazilian Central Bank Bulletin and the interest mte for US 
treasury (zero coupon) with 10 years from the Federal Reserve BuJletin. All values are in US$ billions 
anel T in years. The US interest mte is in yield form. The total debt is calculated based on corrent face 
value 

1995 1996 1997 
June December June December June 

F 124.9 129.3 135.2 144.1 na 

R(O) 33.5 51.8 60.0 60.1 57.6 

I 46.7% 46.5% 45.91'10 44.1% na 

T 8.3 8.1 7.6 7.6 na 

• 10 Iui_ 6.17% 5.71% 6.91% 6.30% 6.491'10 
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Table3 

Comparison between C-bond implied risk premium and the theoretical risk premium. 
C-bond were collected a~ the end ofthe month . 

• 

• 1995 1996 1997 
June December June December June 

Tbeoretical 13.3% 8.824'IÓ 7.724'IÓ 8.83% 
risk premium 
C-bond impIied 10.84% 9.58% 7.68% 5.75% 
risk premium 
C-boad 49.06 57.19 61.94 73.75 
OeanPrice 

.. 
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Graph 1 

Risk Premium versus Term and Percentage of Floating Interest 
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Graph2 

Risk Premium Embedded in C-Bond versus the US interest Rate 
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